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New residence hall on horizon Swamer selected
EMILY CARES
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Students passing between Todd and
Howarth Halls during the past few weeks
may have noticed several men in orange
jump suits standing in the area. No,
they're not prospective students—
they're surveyors preparing to launch
construction of the university's new residence hall.
The new hall, which will be situated
between Todd and Howarth, is
tentatively scheduled to be completed in
May of 2002.
It has a goal capacity of two hundred
beds, which will be divided between
suites housing from three to five people
apiece. Specifically designed for upperclassmen, these suites will consist of individual sleeping quarters adjoined by
common living areas.
One of the university's main goals in
building the hall is to help meet the
increased demand for on-campus
housing shown by upperclassmen in
recent years.
According to Admissions Counselor JP Anderson, "[The University] is trying
to keep the freshmen class at 650 students," a number that can be
accomodated with existing residence hall
spaces.
Yet last spring there were 106 upper-

classmen for whom the spring housing
lottery did not provide on-campus housing. If these numbers stay constant, as
they are anticipated to, the approximately
100 students left
with no housing
could choose to
live in the new
residence hall.
However, this
would still leave
another 100 beds
open in the new
hall, a prospect
that has some students worrying
about a possible
two-year mandated housing
contract.
Indeed,
the
administration has
shown an interest
in creating a more
residential
campus. In her
plan "Charting the
Future: Puget
Sound's Next Decade," President Susan
Pierce wrote, "I propose that we
incrementally become more residential,
with a goal of becoming at least 75 to 80
percent residential within a decade."
Currently, 53 percent of Puget Sound

students live on campus.
When asked about the idea of a two
year campus residency requirement,
Associate Dean of Student Development
Jim Hoppe said, "I
haven't heard serious discussion of
that. In fact, it's
pretty much been
the opposite...
[This building] is
very much on the
philosophy that
we'll design something that people
want to live in."
The current
building site was
chosen after close
examination by
the university and
a contracting company. It was
mainly selected for
its easy accessibility to underground
utilities, a factor
that will reduce
costs and construction time.
However, some students are concerned
that a building between Todd and
Howarth would further divide the north
and south quads.
please see Residence hall, page 3

as Watson Fellow

RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer

,

Biology major Matt Swarner has recently been awarded the
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship, an annual award giving selected
students the opportunity to engage in a-year of travel while
researching a topic of
their own design.
Swamer is one of sixteen students chosen from
the top liberal arts colleges in the country to receive the $22,000 fellowship. He is also one of four
students from Puget
Sound who were nominated by the university's
Watson Fellowship Committee earlier this year.
Titled "Field Observations of the Bush Dog: a Watson Fellow Matt
Rare Neotropical MamSwarner in Ecuador
mal," Swarner's project
will take him to the United Kingdom, Ecuador, Panama, and
Brazil in search of the elusive Bush Dog.
Of this rare mammal, Swamer said, "It's a rainforest creature. It's only been seen for like three seconds in the wild at a
time. They do have them in zoos, but that can be a pretty poor
reflection of what an animal is like in the wild."
The lack of solid information about the wild bush dog was
please see Watson, page 2

• Fubuki Daiko drummers big hit Private universities granted
access to state K-20 network
ROBERT MCCOOL
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The Japanese taiko drum ensemble Fubuki Daiko played to a full crowd in
Kilworth Chapel on Friday, March 31. Artist Rongchun Zhao also treated
the audience to an opening performance ofmusic played on his erhu, a
traditional Chinese instrument. The concert was sponsored by ASUPS
Cultural Events as part of the Generasions Theme Year activities.

Due largely to the lobbying efforts of
State Rep. Roger Bush, R-Spanaway, the
Federal Communications Commission
last week changed its policy and decided
to allow private colleges to participate
in Washington's "K-20" interne learning network at a discounted rate.
The University of Puget Sound is
among the institutions that will gain access to the network, although it is not
yet clear how the university will make
use of this new resource.
The K-20 network is the first of its
kind to be developed in the United
States. When completed, it will electronically link Washington's schools,
colleges, universities and libraries, allowing them to share information
resources online.
Orignally, all of the state's private universities were intended to have access
to the network.

However, until last week, a regulation
by the FCC barred all participating institutions from receiving discounted
rates if private universities were allowed
to connect.
Believing the value of the network
would suffer if these universities were
prevented from joining, Bush pushed the
FCC for over two years to change its
policy. Last spring, he led a resolution
through the state legislature urging the
agency to reverse its restriction. He also
worked with Washington's congressional delegation and the state attorney
general to lobby the FCC.
"I'm absolutely delighted that [the
FCC] has reversed its ruling as a result
of the pressure and attention we've given
them for the better part of two and a half
years," Bush said.
He noted that Washington's independent colleges grant 66 percent of the
state's masters degrees in education, 46
percent of masters in computer science
please see K-20 network, page 3
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Deadly cattle epidemic causes close of South
Korean livestock markets
Successor to Prime Minister Obuchi chosen
SEOUL—South Korean authorities have orTOKYO7---Party insider Yoshiro Mori was ap- dered or plan to order approximately 85 percent
pointed as the successor to Japan's Prime Minis- of livestock markets closed in an effort to check a
ter Keizo Obuchi. Obuchi is clinging to life after deadly cattle epidemic that spread into the main
suffering a massive stroke on Sunday, April 2 that farming regions of the nation. There are fears that
left him in a coma.
the disease, which does not effect humans, could
Mori's willingness to continue Obuchi's poli- become a national epidemic.
cies helped him gain the approval of party bosses
Since the first reports of the outbreak, authoriin a backroom
ties have sealed
selection prooff affected lands
cess.
and burned down
However,
contaminated
Mori must still
barns. They have
carry out the
also slaughtered
"formalities" of
and buried over
political proce220 cattle, and ordure with an
dered enough
election to the
vaccine from
presidency of
Britain to immuObuchi's Liberal
nize two million.
Democratic
Officials have
'67
Party and a parnot been able to
liamentary vote.
determine the oriThe methods
gin of the epiYoshiro Mori has been chosen as the successor
by which Mori to Japan's Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi.
demic, but think it
was selected as
may have -been
carried in dust brought by winds from China.
successor has caused some controversy in Japan.
One tabloid newspaper stated, "Chosen through
backroom deals!" and then questioned, "Can we
NATIONAL
trust him with the country?"
Father of Elian Gonzalez receives visa for travel
to US
British scientists find species that fills evolutionary gap
MIAMI—The US diplomatic mission in HaLONDON—Until recently, the evolutionary vana handed out six visas for travel to the United
States to Elian Gonzalez's father, Juan Miguel
transition from fish to land animal, which occured
about 370 million years ago, was poorly under- Gonzalez, and members of his family and friends.
However, it is undecided when the travel will take
stood.
However, fossils recently found embedded in place.
The arrival of Gonzalez could end the standrocks excavated from Latvia and Estonia show a
off between the US Immigration and Naturalizanew species that fills the evolutionary gap. This
tion Service (INS), which says Elian should be
lost link helps to explain the phyical transformareturned to Cuba, and Elian's Miami relatives and
tion of fins to limbs.
British scientists announced their discovery this other Cuban exiles, who say that he should be alweek during a conference at the Natural History
lowed to grow up in the US.
With the possibility of Gonzalez's arrival, the
Museum in London.
INS has tried to shift talks with the Miami relaThe new species, with bone arrangements betives to focus on the best way to return Elian to
tween those of a fish and those of a prehistoric
his father.
four-legged land animal, has characterstics that are
"It is our intention to begin a smooth and orsimilar to those of most of the advanced fishes
and primitive amphibians. The creature consists derly process that will create as little disruption as
of a crocodile-like body, long head with eyes close possible for Elian," the INS stated. "We wish to
add no further trauma to that which this innocent
together on top, and a rear tail fin.
child has already endured."
Dr. Per Ahlberg, of London's Natural History
Museum, said at a press conference that, "This
News Around the Globe
fossil shows just about a perfect intermediate concompiled by Nichole Ashworth
dition between fish and amphibian."

INTERNATIONAL

Sources: Associated Press, Reuters
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part of what attracted Swamer to the subject. Using infrared equipment and sound
recordings of bush dogs from a zoo in
St. Louis, one of Swarner's goals during
his year abroad is to actually see one of
the animals.
"That would be pretty amazing," he
said. "A big part of my project is talking
to the local and indigenous people around
to fmd out what they know. Because if
anyone has seen these guys, it's going to
be the people who actually live there."
English Professor Sarah Sloane, who
is the campus liason for the Watson Fellowship, said of Swarner, "[He's] a terrific person who came highly recommended and is a great example of a future Watson fellow in that he is passionate about his discipline, as well as being
an all-around terrific young man."
Sloane has headed the university's
Watson Fellowship Committee for three
years. She has seen six fellowships given
to UPS students since 1993. These ha ✓e
been Elena Moon (1995), Bryce Maxell
(1994), Regina Jorgenson (1997), My
Nguyen (1997), Erich vonTagen (1997),
and now Swamer.
Sloane coordinates the university's
effort to pick four nominees for the
fellowship each year.
She said, "We're one of fifty small,
private, liberal arts colleges that have
been invited by the Thomas J. Watson

www.stevenklein.com

Foundation to compete for the sixteen,
$22,000 scholarships."
Sloane said that the committee does
take a student's GPA into consideration,
although more importantly, they also
look for integrity, ethical sense, and a
natural passion or interest in the student's
topic of choice. Usually fewer than
twenty Puget Sound students apply each
year, which Sloane would like to see
change. She encourages students from all
disciplines to apply, and states that she
would like to see more students of business and the "hard sciences" apply.
Swarner said he is not sure why more
students don't apply. He thinks perhaps
they might be afraid to apply because
they run the chance of not getting selected.
"It seems like it's such a great opportunity that more people would apply,"
said Swarner.
For the most part, Swarner will spend
his year studying the bush dog on his
own. Sloane, who was a Watson Fellowship winner herself in 1979, said it
can be a painful and oftentimes lonely
experience, but that it is worth it.
"You are cut free from all your usual
support networks of friends and family
and institutional structures," she said. "I
always tell potential nominees that it's
as painful as it is exciting, and as difficult as it is rewarding."
The conditions of the fellowship award
are that the money must be spent overseas and must be combined with the interests or passions that the student has.
The fellowship was originally funded
by IBM and is only open to selected
private universities.
More information can be found at:
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www.watsonfellowship.org .

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
for a free seminar:

now

•

5244915

The Steven Klein Compan ■ .
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and 65 percent of MBAs. Given their significant contribution to education in
Washington, Bush believes independent
colleges are vital to the succes of the K20 network.
Associate Vice President for Information Systems Raney Ellis believes the
FCC's decision is positive because it
does make another resource available to
the university. However, he said, "What
has been unclear to us is exactly what
services would be available via this opportunity and what it would cost."
For instance, the university does not
plan to develop distance education ser-

vices, one of the main capabilities for
which the high speed network is being
most praised.
Yet Ellis noted that there are likely to
be other uses for the network. "It clearly
makes it possible for us to do things like
collaborate on courses with other institutions," he said.
Academic Vice President Terry
Cooney agreed that the K-20 network
could allow for beneficial interaction
between the university and other
educational institutions.
However, he added that UPS will not
join the network if it becomes clear that

participation will bring additional restrictions and regulations on the university
or its curriculum from the state.
"We would want to do our best to protect the right of a private institution to
make its own decisions about transferability of courses and what kinds of
things we chose to put online for others
to access," he said.
According to Ellis, the university will
work with the Washington Association
of Independent Colleges, an organization
that also lobbied the FCC to change its
policy, to determine the exact nature of
its parcticipation in the network.

& CAMPUS EVENTS

Freak Out sponsors Hunger Cleanup

•

The campus activist group Freak Out will sponsor a
day of community service-related activities called "Hunger Cleanup" on Saturday, April 8. Freak Out President
Lindsay Taggart said, "Hunger Cleanup is a national worka-thon in which students collect pledges for every hour
of service they do on April 8."
This nationwide event is coordinated through the efforts of the National Student Campaign Against Hunger
and Homelessness, who initially organized the event and
who still assists various school groups with conducting
their own activities. Throughout the week, Freak Out will
have a table in the Wheelock Student Center where students can sign up for service activities.
There are three different group activities that students
can be a part of. Habitat for Humanity is meeting at the
Cellar entrance in the WSC parking lot at 8:00 a.m. and
will return around 1:00 p.m. Groups going to Guadalupe
Gardens and the YWCA will meet at the same location at
10:00 a.m. and return around 4:00 p.m.
Taggart said that anyone who is interested is welcome
to participate.
"We are stressing participation in service more than
fundraising," she said, "so all students are welcome to
participate even if they don't want to do the fundraising."
For more information about the Hunger Cleanup, contact Taggart (752-5421) or Stephanie Mackley (752-1274,
ssmackley @yahoo. com).

The Spring Humanities Colloquium will feature a
lecture entitled "Romantic Autobiography: The Example
of Godwin" by Dr. Pamela Clemit (D.Phil., Oxford), a
professor from the Department of English Studies at the
University of Durham, UK. Dr. Clemit will give her lecture
on Tuesday, April 11 at 4:00-5:00 p.m. in Jones Hall
Room 204.
"The Empty Basket: An Examination of Labor and
Need in Nicaragua," a talk by student delegates Kamala
Ellis and Elie Wasser, will be given on Wednesday, April
12 at 6:00 p.m. in the Murray Boardroom (first floor) of
the WSC. The pair will share their experiences and insight that they gained from a Witness for Peace Labor
Delegation in Nicaragua over Spring Break. Refreshments
will be provided.
"Washington's Poetry: Sounds for the Landscape,"
a discussion of Northwest poets and poetry, will be
presented by Professor Dan Lamberton, Chair of the Humanities Program at Walla Walla College, on Thursday,
April 13 at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Presented by
CrossCurrents and ASUPS Lectures and sponsored by the
Washington Commission for the Humanities, the program
is free and open to the public.
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March 29
12:00 p.m. A student reported her 1998 Isuzu Rodeo
was broken into while it was parked on North 13th Street
near her sorority. An expensive purse containing about
$40.00 in cash and 120 compact discs were taken from
the vehicle. It appears the vehicle was-entered by breaking
the passenger side wing window out.
March 29
12:38 p.m. Another student reported her vehicle was broken into while it was parked in a Union Avenue lot near
Greek housing. Entrance to the 1999 Toyota 4-Runner
was gained by breaking out a rear side window. A pullout stereo and about $2000 worth of compact discs were
taken from the vehicle.
March 30
9:30 a.m. A faculty member reported graffiti spray
painted on the pavement at the entrance to the Thompson
parking lot. The message, in red spray paint, was approximately one foot high, and the about fifteen feet long.
April 3
5:35 p.m. The Cellar manager reported discovering cash
missing from the till when she opened the facility. There
were no signs of forced entry and nothing appeared tampered with.
Anyone with information about these incidents is
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encouraged to contact Security Services at x3311.

he Office of Annual Giving would like to thank the entire LINK staff fo
meeting the Kresge Challenge and raising over $370,000!

Ma

continued from front page

Freshman Jen Johnson said, "I don't like [the idea of the
building] because it will crowd our campus."
Other difficulties facing the construction include the need
for additional parking and food services. Because the new
building will most likely take the place of the Howarth parking lot, as well as introduce up to 200 new cars to area, new
parking facilities are essential.
Additionally, the new hall will house 200 hungry college
students whom the WSC Diner may not be able to accomodate.
In response to these and other concerns, a variety of subcommittees have been formed. Yet, until these and other decisions are made, students must wait and work with the current
housing conditions.
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Leaya Chuck
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Thanks also to the Annual Giving support staff: Laura Taylor,
Lindsi Webber, Megan Tanabe, Celine Valdez, and Shyla Crockett
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http://testprep.8m.com
Tacoma classes for the
June LSAT begin April 27th
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New Bloodhound album The Usual provides
childish, stupid, funny respite from the usual
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
If I hear "The Bad Touch," a song from the
Bloodhound Gang's Hooray for Boobies, one
more time, I am going to scream. Very loudly.
Seriously—has there ever been a less interesting song that got so much freakin' airplay?
You know the tune: "You and me baby ain't
nothing but mammals," and so forth.
The good news, however, is that this
appallingly obnoxious and idiotic little tune
is one of the low points of an album which
manages a surprising, though inconsistent,
level of humor. Not maturity, mind you, but
dirty, irresponsible, and occasionally irresistible humor.
The first song, "I Hope You Die," is fairly
prototypical of the album's puerile buffoonery. The lyrics are inept and the music is comparable, but the utter lack of restraint and
shame that this group of kids displays is, in a
way, just funny.
For a while, anyway. Just
like being around a person
whose sole obsession is using terms for our anatomy in
every possible sentence, the humor wears very
thin. I can only listen to jokes about fellatio
and masturbation for so long—at least when
it's really just the same joke over and over.
Cases in point: the song "Three Point One
Four," the central joke of which is the intemperate use of the word "vagina"—what a laugh
riot—and "Right Turn Clyde," again making
unrestrained use of what a prim and proper
newspaper columnist might call "procreational
anatomy."
Aside from this, most of the songs' jokes
are, unsurprisingly, not-too-obscure modern
pop culture references, crammed into nearlyrhyming lyrics, although they do manage,
along the way, to drop the names of HoldenCaulfield, Voltaire, and Gloria Steinem. Some
of these less-than-subtle references, jammed

by the dozen into every song, actually struck
a laughable chord. Mostly, I guess, I'm just
pretty easy to entertain.
The most amusing songs on the album are
probably "I Hope You Die," in spite of its offensive, immature, Beavis-and-Butthead
meets Howard Stern raillery, and "Hell Yeah,"
which is, in almost every sense of the word,
completely inept. Except that it's funny. Where
else would you get the line, "Thou shalt not
worship false Billy Idols"? But, as usual, they
beat the listeners over the head repeatedly with
their jokes, apparently assuming that we're too
dumb to understand them. I hope that's an invalid assumption, although some of the jokes
are bad enough that I'd prefer them to slip by
me. In any event, these fellows could take a
few lessons in how—and, more importantly,
when—to shut up.
The least humorous numbers (besides "The
Bad Touch") are probably "The Ballad of
Chasey Lain"—which is immature even for
them, with the one difference being
that there's nothing humorous in the
least about it. With "A Lap Dance is
So Much Better when the Stripper is
Crying," the title speaks for itself.
You may have noticed that I haven't really
said much about the music. Well, I really don't
think there's any need, because the music
doesn't say anything itself. Usually it proves
an adequate, but wholly ineffectual complement to the words, which deservedly attract
most of the focus.
So, I hesitantly admit, I found myself generally enjoying most of this album. It has a
simple, childish charm to it. That said, I would
not advise anyone to shell out the money to
buy this album. I find it difficult to imagine
wanting to hear it more than once.
What's more, I can't say I'm all too thrilled
about the Bloodhound Gang's future prospects. There are only so many jokes you can
make for the sole and express purpose of saying "vagina."

SRERRARD EwING

There are several shows in the coming
weeks to catch. This Saturday is UPS percussion duo Superquick, whose music is described
If you ever find yourself sick of Diversions,
as "champagne music for beer ears." The next
or if you hate the new Fonte coffee, you might week on tax day, there will be a show by Miswant to give The Usual a shot, so to speak.
ter Blackwatch. You should check them out if
Situated at the corner of Anderson and 21"
you've been on the look out for "rock on the
Street, The Usual is not only a hip joint where tightrope between order and chaos." The Satyou can get a good cup of chai; you can also
urday after that, on April 22, King Nancy will
catch a show there.
be playing "gloopy space sludge." And lastly,
The Usual hosts free live music every Sat- on April 29 you can catch a performance by
urday. The atmosphere is laid back but not the Sunset Bombers.
sleepy. There's bright lighting consisting
All in all, if you're looking for a change of
mainly of multicolored Christmas lights and scenery, The Usual is a cool place to hang out
halogens, colorful paintwith your friends, study, or
ings and artwork on the
catch some local music.
The Usual is a cool
walls, big stuffy couches,
It's close to campus, and
and many racks of books
there's a diverse age group
place to hang out with
and magazines to read. The
represented, ranging from
your friends, study, or
coffee there is really good
high schoolers to adults in
and comes in stylish steins.
their late forties.
just catch some music
When there isn't live muThe audience that atsic, some cool bands, like
tends the Saturday shows
close to home.
Stereolab and Captain
are very open minded. As
Beefheart, are usually playJason Evans of Demotron
ing on the sound system. Plus, you might see
stated about performing at The Usual, "It was
the Usualmobile sitting outside.
nice to perform a whole set and not have
The Usual just opened in the fall of 1999, people walk out."
started by the owner, Cole, and her husband,
While not as wild as what you would find
Matt. Kevin, the manager, is in charge of book- in Seattle, The Usual is a scene more liberal
ing the bands. All together, they do a good job than you would find on campus. Only four
of providing an atmosphere that's conducive blocks away, the Usual is small taste of Seto musical relaxation and philosophical disattle coffee shop chic right here in Tacoma.
course. The Usual is a good place to sample
The Usual is located at 2716 N. 21 5' Street,
some of the local music scene, including some on the corner of 21" and Anderson. The shows
campus bands.
are every Saturday at 8:00 p.m. Coffee shop
When I went last week, I saw a performance hours are from 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. daily.
of UPS' own Demotron. The smooth blend of
If you're a musician and want to play at The
guitar feedback, moog and tape loop phasing, Usual, call Kevin, the manager, at 759-8861,
masterfully conducted by seniors Andy Rick or you can come in between the hours of 6:00
and Jason Evans, made for an enjoyable
a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday
evening in the company of good friends.
and talk to him. He's really nice, so don't be
Demotron is very good music to listen to while shy. If you don't have a band but still want to
sitting back with a tall mocha and reading Tri- show your stuff, make sure to have something
cycle magazine.
to bring to the open mike as well.

Staff Writer

New Program for Next Year
Open to all returning students

Campus Connectors
Mentorship Program
Mission Statement
The mission of the Campus Connectors Program is to provide assistance to freshmen,
during their adjustment to campus life, on an individual basis. This assistance would
include incorporation into our larger campus community by encouraging participation •
and providing a stable friendship. Our program is aimed to help build social connections,
increase interclass connections, and familiarize the new students with all the activities
and resources on campus.

Come Join Us and Help a Freshmen Get a Good Start Next Year
' Sign-up April 10-21 during the noon hour in WSC
Contact Meagan Parker, Student Coordinator at x 4521 or x3322 for
more information

Show me an event you want covered and I'll show
you a reporter eager to put it in The Trail!

•
41)

•

Email Icericksoneups.eciu or
leave a message at 879-3197

EGG DONOR NEEDED
give the gift of Life
Your gift can make a dream come true
for a loving couple who
very much want to be parents.
We're hoping for a compassionate
woman who is college educated,
21 - 33, of Northern European
ancestry, 5'3" - 6', with a medium
build, blond or brown hair, blue or
green eyes, athletic or creative,
in excellent health with a
healthy family history.
Generous compensation will be provided
for your time and effort. If you can help,
please call today. Sharon - (206)285-4855.
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Wrestlemania showcases new acrobatic direction
MIKE TIEIVIANN

Assistant A&E Editor
Over the past weekend, Wrestlemania 2000 reared its ugly
head to the delight of many a UPS student and countless others across the world. The Pay-Per-View event, which took place
on Sunday in Anaheim, featured plenty of acrobatics, unprecedented levels of pain, and the kind of pandemonium you'd
expect when the main event is a "Fatal Four-way."
The premise of the title bout wasfairly straightforward; each
member of the illustrious McMahon family (led by father
Vince, the WWF owner) promoted one of the four superstars
in the main event. Vince McMahon pitted the Rock against his
son Shane's pick, the Big Show, his daughter Stephanie's husband, Triple H, and his wife's wrestler, Mick Foley, in his last
wrestling hurrah.
The bad blood had been heating up to this point among the
McMahons, and Vince had promised before the match to make
things right with his family. Tensions were running high between the wrestlers as well; the Rock clearly had the fan support, and the Big Show needed a big break to gain any kind of
popularity. Triple H was defending his title, and Mick Foley
was the sentimental favorite, this being his last match.
Of course, the main event was only the culmination of a
night full of hits and misses. Wrestlemania 2000 was sometimes thrilling, sometimes disgusting, but more often than not,
highly entertaining. Perhaps the most exciting match of the
night was the Tag Team Ladder Match between Edge and Christian, the Hardy Boyz and the Dudley Boyz, all brash, highflying youngsters dead set on creating an acrobatic spectacle.
There were flips galore, and dangerous leaps from ladders
and tables. For the finale, Edge and Christian threw Matt Hardy
from a precariously balanced table onto another table below
and got the win. The match was striking for its breathtaking
stunts; the appeal for modern wrestlers seems to be how to
create the most impressive, risky, and painful-looking maneu-
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Gaylor's 'Fuzzatonic Scream' speaks empty volumes
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer

r
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great at what they do, and they put on a show without seeming
to. Benoit won the first pin, and captured the Intercontinental
Title, while Jericho settled for the European Title in a relatively subtle, believable, thoroughly appealing performance.
The main event itself will go down in the history books for
Vince McMahon's betrayal of the Rock. Just when it looked
like the Rock would finish Triple H, McMahon surprised everyone by smacking his own wrestler in the face with a folding chair. Triple H won the match thanks to McMahon's intervention, much to the frustration of the Rock-hungry Anaheim
crowd. McMahon, in effect, then reconciled his differences
with his daughter (and wife of Triple H), and seemed to be on
the way to patching things up with his son. However, the Rock
was not pleased about being cheated out of a championship,
and he came back to wreak havoc on all three McMahons.
The action was unexpected, continuing a great storyline with
the McMahon family. But the most interesting thing about this
year's Wrestlemania, as the WWF gets younger and more popular, was witnessing the new trends. The main event lasted al8 most an hour, with plenty of punishment (clubs with barbed
wire and using the steel stairs as weapons), and the wrestlers
WWF Champion Triple H dishes out
seem to be getting even better at acting out extremes of pain.
punishment to the Rock in a previous match.
The night showed the WWF at its worst—the pervasive
misogyny and the thought that kids who are watching are learnvers they possibly can.
ing new ways to beat the stuffing out of each other—and also
The Triple Threat Match for the Intercontinental Title, between Chris Jericho, Chris Benoit and Kurt Angle, was parat its exciting, entertaining best. One of the finest moments
was spontaneous: as the Rock and Triple H pummeled each
ticularly engrossing. None of the three wrestlers is flashy (at
least compared to their peers in the main event), but that proved other through the crowd, Triple H grabbed the hat off of a fan
to be the true appeal of the match. The art of professional wreswho had been mugging for the camera throughout the match.
It showed that these athlete/actors are smart performers who
tling is at its finest—and most captivating—when the combatants mix the spectacle of a main event with a distinct sense of know what their fans want, and are happy to give it to them.
The night ended with a kind of passing of the torch, as the
technique. The wrestlers were not simply actors playing largerscruffy, flannel-wearing, retiring Mick Foley lumbered back
than-life characters; this match was so convincing that it looked
to the locker room. Watching the new wrestlers, like Edge and
like something that could actually be called wrestling.
The acrobatics of the ladder match and the posturing of the Christian, is like watching trapeze artists. We're captivated by
main event can't be compared. Angle, Jericho, and Benoit are their high-flying, virtuoso brutality.

With the nostalgic release of "Everybody's
Free (to Wear Sunscreen)," the poster-worthy
address no doubt echoed at graduation ceremonies everywhere, Baz Luhrman may well
prove to have inspired a school
of new Arlo Guthries, telling
tales and reflections to friendly
and vapid guitar strains.
The "spoken word" album
certainly has its appeal—
though by no means unlimited appeal—and
sometimes turns out a potent and forceful
mode of expression.
It's hard to say whether Bobby Gaylor's
Fuzzatonic Scream lives up to this purpose.
Often, his simple language and direct, forthright message speak very effectively and emotively. But he's not quite a poet, and he's not
quite a musician; exactly where he fits in I
just don't know.
Atlantic Records touts this album as featuring the "controversial single, `Suicide'"; a
boast which doesn't say much about the
single's actual quality. So I'll tell you instead.
It's good. At least as good as "Sunscreen,"
the saccharine clich8s of which grew a bit thin
after the thirty-first hearing. Which is not to
say that "Suicide" is cliché-free, and not to
say that it doesn't grow repetitive. What's
more, the song doesn't really deserve any controversy; it's neither that outlandish nor that
creative. But the rudimentary music fits
Gaylor's appropriately gritty reading voice; as
he approaches the final, ultimate message, the
song's intensity picks up, and the whole effect is highly successful.

The next track, "One Moment," is a nostal"These were the most amazing hot dogs you
gic look back at a "first-kiss" moment, a thorhave ever tasted in your life....we got to eat
oughly trite and sentimental concept for a them hot dogs, man."
song. Although Gaylor's reading is again apI suppose people's opinions of this album
propriate, and the music adequately adapted, would depend not just on their mood, but on
his attempts to override the lyrics' inherent saphow they listen to it. Listening to this album
piness fall a bit short, where an actual song
straight through is very difficult to do, simply
written on the event may have because of what it was made for. It certainly
made such an idea a bit more pal- wasn't written for the sake of musical variety,
t4.56-C atable. But the general effect is despite the occasional interspersions of chopleasant enough; the song is cerral backgrounds and interesting noises.
Ctoiet-t, tainly not unbearable.
Unfortunately, the writing isn't really that
The third track, "Hit a Guy With great either—it has its moments, but on lisMy Car," employs a simple, hackneyed, "mys- tening both to his uniform style and his bland,
terious" bass line. The lyrics are descriptively innocuous music, Fuzzatonic Scream starts to
vivid, and Gaylor's voice is mastered with a drag on more than a tad.
faint echo—an impressively surreal effect.
"Tommy the Frog Killer," for example—
All in all, the song is a
despite the ostensibly
bit too cute for its content,
eccentric lyrics and mubut it will serve to please
"Fuzzatonic Scream" will sic, is particularly dull.
the listener for a little
"Animals" doesn't
serve to please the listener offer much of a relief
while. Gaylor's straightforward frankness has a
for a little while. Gaylor's from the humdrum pace
distinct appeal to it, which
and monotony of the almanages to distract the
straightforward frankness bum, even with the all
listerner's attention from
of the cute "nature
has a distinct appeal to it, sounds" that Gaylor
the cheesy monotony of
the songs' backgrounds.
which manages to distract and fellow musicians
Even cheesier is the inMarc Bonilla and Marc
listeners' attention from
troduction to "Smelt," an
Scott so welcomely ofabsurd guitar line. The
fer
to you. While this is
the cheesy monotony of
backgrounds here, some
a little distracting and
the songs' backgrounds.
sort of synthesized brass/
certainly unusual, you
organ routine, reeks of eldo get to hear Gaylor
evators everywhere. It is
make a noise like a
the (unintentionally) hilarious background
monkey, which is an intersting treat any day..
vocals, not the song itself,ihat make this fairly
The beginning of track seven, "Out the Winasinine track worth the time.The song contains
dow," makes it clear that, without Gaylor's
such brilliant, Miltonic poetic strains as, fairly adept writing, all you've got is a cross

between really boring movie music and newage dreck.
He next peppers the shock-schlock track
"Masturbation" with several thoroughly
uninsightful, trite, and uninventive observations on the act in question.
Finally, "Business End of a Gun" is a tiresome, nine-minute track which provides, for
once, some enjoyable music and some effective words from Gaylor. Eventually, though,
the song exhausts itself simply because of its
own duration and once again you are left wishing there was more spice and less tedium.
As does the album. Leave the radio stations
to play what they will of Fuzzatonic Scream,
and get what wisdom Gaylor has that way. Of
course, you won't get to hear him utter the fword that way, but you've heard it before.
Really, the only way to hear what Gaylor
has to say is to hear a track at a time, avoiding
the album's tediousness and absorbing
Gaylor's words in short portions. He has plenty
to say, but the album isn't worth hearing him
say it—and much of it you could probably get
just as easily from CrossCurrents.
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'Skulls' reveals danger of secrecy
EMILY STOLTZ
Staff Writer

The typical college fraternity is not
known for refinement. The typical college fraternity is not known for receiving hefty cash allowances and free sports
cars from unknown sources. Most importantly, the typical college fraternity is not
based on a foundation of secrets and lies,
differentiating it from the secret societies known to exist at several Ivy League
colleges around the country.
"The Skulls" explores the world within
these clandestine organizations, combining a teen-oriented
cast and a plot with
serious real-life implications and ideas. Together, they make
a fast-paced film that does more to tantalize the eye than the mind.
Joshua Jackson stars as the young,
ambitious, smart and talented Luke
McNamara, a college student attending
a prestigious private college but falling
under the burden of student loans and
little financial support. As crew team
captain, with dreams of law school, he
is a prime candidate for the secret society, The Skulls.
The organization is composed of
highly prestigious and competent young
men, all with great ambitions of wealth
in their future. It is led by wealthy politicians and public leaders, who have as

Movto

many skeletons in their closets as dol- ment and drama, and is filled with referlars in their bank accounts:
ences to real-life public leaders and govLuke lives with his best friend Will ernment officials, attempting to portray
(Hill Harper), a journalism major with a the actual intricacies and perils of such
deadly curiosity, and
secret societies.
Chloe, a wealthy art
However, it falls
The Skulls' falls short
major who interests
short of an actual
Luke on a deeper
intelligent story by
of an actual intelligent
level. One night, as
falling into the trap
Luke suffers under the
of a classic teen
story by falling into the
stress of getting into
drama/thriller. Altrap of a classic teen
and paying for law
though the acting
school, something
was in most cases
drama/thriller.
happens that can turn
good, the script
his dreams into realdragged it down.
ity—he receives a call from The Skulls. Overall, it diminished into a show that is
In a whirlwind of initiation and ritual,
good for a few hours of entertainment,
Luke is sucked into a steadfast obligabut not much more.
tion and brotherhood to The Skulls, and
End Result: A good idea and decent
finally sees what secrets are tucked away
portrayal, but feels too much like a
inside its intimidating façade.
cliched teen thriller.
He is paired with a partner whose perRating: **
sonality and interests compliment his
own, a handsome and charismatic fifth
Movie Rating
generation Skull named Caleb Mandrake
System
(Paul Walker). At first The Skulls are the
answer to his woes, dumping hefty
Not worth your time
checks and a pre-acceptance to law
school in his lap. In return, he learns their
** Rent it when there's
nothing better to do
laws and agrees to follow them "above
any other."
*** Worth going out to
Unfortunately, the further he delves
one of these days
into the organization, the darker and
**** Run, don't walk to
more dangerous its secrets become.
the movie theater!
The movie contains plenty of excite-
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IN BRIEF
DiFranco blazes

into UPS on April 8

The prolific, eclectic singer-songwriter Ani DiFranco
comes to campus on April 8, playing at the Fieldhouse
at 8:00 p.m. DiFranco has been releasing albums for
ten years, with an undefinable style drawn from folk and
alternative rock, among other genres. She is known for
her intense, personal music, uncompromising do-it-yourself attitude, and a sincere connection to her fans.

a

DiFranco's live shows are particularly packed with energy and emotion, as evidenced by her 1997 double live
album, "Living in Clip." Saturday's concert promises to
bring a jolt to campus. Tickets are $20 with UPS ID.

Exhibit brings neon to Kittredge
The Kittredge Gallery is now featuring the work of
Willem Volkersz, consisting of paintings with neon, as
well as paintings by Bill Rades. The exhibit runs until
April 23, and is free. The gallery is open from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Sunday. Rades will be giving a
free artist talk on April 6, at 4:00 p.m. in Kittredge 111.

Wine Field visits campus for lunch show
Two-person acoustic act The Wine Field will play a
free concert in Marshall Hall, at 12:00 p.m. on April 7.
The group's music has been featured on "Party of Five"
and "Dawson's Creek." The appearance is presented by
ASUPS Showcase.

'Opposing Force adds very
little to original 'Hall-Life'
T. CARL KWOH
Staff Writer

As all great first-person shooter games do,
"Half-Life" has an official expansion, but is
this good news for those "Half-Life" addicts
out there? That all depends on what you're
looking for. The new expansion pack for
"Half-Life," titled "Half-Life: Opposing
Force," is the story of a squad of marines sent
into the Black Mesa Complex to quell a disturbance, and to capture a guy named Gordon
Freeman, who seems to be causing trouble.
Of course, this is all very familiar to those who
played the single-player mode of "Half-Life."
"Opposing Force" brings some new things
to the single player game, including ropes,
teammates, new enemies, and a few new weapons. With the addition of ropes that can be used
to swing Tarzan-style across large caverns
comes the addition of jumping puzzles. These
puzzles, while somewhat interesting at first,
end up being annoying in the end. And though
there were new enemies, I had hoped for more.
For those of you who just loved "Half-Life"
and played it over and over again, this add-on
pack will likely make you drool. "Opposing
Force" is a lesson in deja vu. The plot and series of levels and events are almost identical
to the original sequence in "Half-Life." And
while the new enemies, ropes and teammates
add a little spice to the original recipe, there is
not nearly enough implementation of these
new features.
The best example of this is the ability to
work with other marines and give them commands. This was implemented pretty well into
the game, and while at times I was frustrated

by the unavailability of some commands, overall I thought it was great. However, "Opposing Force" has so few occasions where you
can actually do this that it doesn't add much
to the originality of the levels.
Who am I kidding, though? Who plays the
single-player mode of first-person shooter
games? "Opposing Force" brings some new
stuff to the multi-player aspect, including fifteen new maps. These maps are quite good,
and should add some new material for those
of you who have been playing the same old
maps since the game came out.
Overall, this game is more of the same old
"Half-Life" we know and love. For people
who love the old "Half-Life," can't get enough,
and have played it through over and over, this
add-on is perfect. It will give you a new challenge to your gaming. For those who were
looking for some new additions to multiplayer, this pack has some great maps, and you
may want to check it out. For those looking
for innovation and lots of new stuff, I hate to
disappoint you, but you won't get it with "Opposing Force." Look elsewhere, my friends,
because it isn't here.

Gamer's

Info

Title:

University Symphony Orchestra
April 7, 7:20 p.m.
Concert Hall
Free
MPS Popular Entertainment presents
Ani Dirranco
April 8, 8:00 p.m.
Memorial Fieldhouse
$20 student

Senior Theatre restival presents
'Arcadia,' by Tom Stoppard
April 7, 7:20 p.m.
April 8, 2:00 p.m. and 7:20 p.m.
Morton Clapp Theatre
$7.50 general, $5.50 student
ASUPS Showcase presents
The Wine Field
April 7,12:00 p.m.
Pee

•
Method Man and Redman
April 6, 8:00 p.m.
Paramount Theatre,
S28.50

_Imbue Redman Quartet
April 7, 8:00 p.m.
King Cat Theatre
.
124-.50

Half-Life: Opposing Force
**
(out of 5 stars)
Platform: PC
Price: $39.99

Stacey Earle
April 6, ZOO p.m.
Tractor Tavern
$10

i rain and Stir
April 8, 8:00 p.m.
e
Moore Theatre
$20.50

a
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'Arcadia' offers wisdom through generations
KB: The wrong people falling in love.
JS: Thomasina has the line, "We must hurry if we're

INTERVIEW BY KR.ISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
If you're looking for an experience that makes you think
and makes you smile, the second play of the Senior Theatre
Festival, "Arcadia" by Tom Stoppard, promises to fill your
need. The play will be performed on April 7 at 7:30 p.m. and
April 8 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Norton Clapp Theatre. Tickets are $5.50 NOD.
"Arcadia" takes place on the Coverly estate. Roughly half
the characters in the play are living in 1809 and the other half
are descendents of the past characters in the present. Scenes
alternate between past and present, and the characters in the
present are trying to figure out what happened to the characters in the past. It deals with sex, landscape gardening, fractal
geometry, Lord Byron, and other intellectual subjects.

a

111

Kristine Erickson (KE): What do you want people to know
about this play?
Walter Jones (WJ), Valentine Coverly: It's a very intellectual play in that there's a lot of theory and other things flying
around not only between the present day and the past, but
everyone's trying to make sense of what's happening in the
world and how the world's going to end up.
Louise Lytle (LL), Director: Essentially, a lot of the play is
about how we all explain the world to ourselves... The cool
thing about it is that all of these scientific theories and things
are so interwoven into the play that it's not a dull play at all.
It's a comedy.
John Stallman (JS), Richard Noakes: It takes a little bit of
every single subject at UPS and brings it into one little twoand-a-half-hour block.
Emily McCoy (EM), Hannah Jarvis: You will learn more
than you ever expected to without realizing you're doing it.
LL: It's very fun. And Stoppard is so brilliant that he has actually structured the play to reflect chaos theory and entropy,
and a lot of the theories that are talked about in the play are
expressed structurally and in the design and in the character
relationships, so that those things come across subconsciously
to the audience. It's not something you immediately pick up
on, but everything about the play reinforces itself... The other
important thing in this play is the relationships.
Katie Brandt (KB), Lady Croom: "It is a defective God's
humor that He directs our hearts everywhere but to those who
have a right to them."
EM: That's what it's all about, both for the past and the present.

going to dance," which embodies that whole theme
of the play, that we're only alive for a little while.
Julie Miller (JM), Dramaturg: Even after all of this
serious intellectual stuff, there's constant humor that
pops up all over the place between dialogue and physical things... I think I laugh every rehearsal, and that's
rare.
WJ: You learn things but you don't feel like you're
there to learn things. And the fact that it's incredibly
engaging but it's real life... You actually feel like
you're in the room with the people, watching their
lives... unfold in front of you.
Lauren Julien (LJ), Jellaby: I think that the audience members won't just be figuring things out along
with us, but they'll also be getting so many different
(L-R, Top-Bottom): Katie Brandt, Nick Williams, John
views because so many different characters are figStallman, Mo Ojala, Louise Lytle, Walter Jones, Wynn
uring things out for themselves... you start at the beginning of the play and the audience won't really
Rankin, Amy Jones, Teddy Sanders, Lauren Julien, Marie
know much about chaos theory or Fermat's last theoBrown, Sheree Shu, Julie Brown, Emily McCoy, Ryan Smith.
rem, but they'll be figuring it out as Thomasina does
tinually find ways to work on scenes with different people ...
during the play.
EM: It's like [the characters from the present are] teaching
that look at first glance like they don't even belong in the same
[the audience] along the way and then they get to make the
play together.
discovery of what's going to happen in the play before the JS: One of the most important things about the show has been
the research—there's so much the actors have to understand
characters do.
LL: It's like reading the beginning and the end of a book at in order for it to come across. If the actors don't understand,
there's no way the audience is going to understand. So we've
the same time.
JS: You come out with a humble feeling about existence in had to do a lot of work both for the dramaturg and for the
actors, to figure out what it is we're really saying.
general, because you've seen two different time periods enLL: One of the great things about working with this cast is
gage the same stuff.
LL: Despite all the progress in the past two centuries, life is how hard they are willing to work to understand the material
and then take it, internalize it, and portray it so beautifully.
essentially still a mystery to us—we are struggling with the
same problem of how to communicate with people... In the They have all worked so hard on this play, and their energy
and ability to come in here and have fun with this stuff again
last scene, the two worlds coexist together, and they occupy
and again and again has just been amazing.
the same space but they don't acknowledge each other, so the
scenes are parallel but you'll get a few lines from the present
KB: I think that when people see our show they're going to
know that we did the homework. We've put so much work
people and then a few lines from the past people, in a different
into it to understand it that we know what we're talking about,
scene but talking about the same thing.
and it feels wonderful.
KE: What do you think are the challenges and rewards, both
Marie Brown (MB), Thomasina Coverly: I think a big part
for you and the audience?
LL: Most of the people in the contemporary scenes are jun- of it as well, which I always love with either movies or theater,
iors and seniors, and we have three freshmen in 1809. So there is when you can tell that the actors are having fun, and you can
tell that they really had fun doing it, and that the actors are all
is an age difference and varying degrees of experience in the
real y good friends after doing it... We had a lot of fun.
play, and what has been a real challenge for me was to con-
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PRESENTS

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
DIRECTORS: MIKE RADCLIFFE & MISA SHIMONO

•

**Now on the Big Screen!••*
New Location: McIntyre 003
Wednesdays at T:00 p.m.
Free
NoRth

Campus Films
Presents:

LIKE TO GET
SOMETHING FOR
NOTHING?
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EACH DAY TO
REDEEM TI-115
COUPON AND YOU
WILL RECEIVE A
FREE ORDER OF
BREADSTICKS WHEN
YOU ORDER ANY
SIZE SHAKE!
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CELLAR

OPEN
SEVEN
DAYS A
WEEK,
CALL
FOR
HOURS

O V.

Friday & Saturday 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT CAMPUS FILMS AT:

WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDUEVENTS/FILMS
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Giving the Pizzo
Cellar a new loo
In light of the conjunction with Dining and instead of us just brainstorming," Mello commented.
Conferencing Services (DSC), .23$111P$ President Ryan

They are looking for fresh ideas and a group of

Mello and Vice President 'grin Smith want to renovate

students willing to put in the effort and energy to

and recreate the Cellar during the summer. But to

make the Cellar a place in which students can relax

*

do so they need student input and help. "We're really and enjoy their time.
serious about bringing student opinion into this

Beyond the Cellar
The renovation of the Cellar
embodies a small part of a larger project
to rethink the way the basement of the
Wheelock Student Center looks and
runs. ASUPS wants to make sure the
space is utilized.
Currently housed in the basement is
the bookstore, KUPS-The Sound,
Tamanawas, Cross Currents, Photo
Services, a conference room, Dining and
Conferencing Services offices, The
Trail, ASUPS Web Master, the Cellar,
and the Rendezvous.
ASUPS Vice President Erin Smith is
working on forming a Basement
Revitalization Task Force which will
examine how the space in the basement
is used. The task force hopes to improve
the aesthetics of the rooms and the
main hallway, maybe even creating a
common theme throughout the area.
In addition, the task force will

develop a mission statement for the
basement of the Wheelock Student
Center, giving future renovations a goal
and path to work from.
"ASUPS is taking a long-term vision
of the basement. This will become a four
to five year project," ASUPS President
Ryan Mello added.
Improvements will be incrementally
made each year for the next few years.
"We want to make sure we have the time
to do this correctly," Mello said.
The Cellar is the first area to be
examined in depth, and although the
entire basement will not be finished now,
Mello said that, "There will be a
considerable difference in the Cellar."
The task force will be made up of
ASUPS programmers and Serni
Solidarios, Director of Student
Programs. Contact Smith for more
information about this task force.

What changes
shoua A5V1)5
make to the Cellar?

1
••

Aricystr,AKIIV■WWW

Students 5Lt t,n the Cellar watchi,ng televi,sLon and stu.duLit.
the Cellar wall recet,vc a faceli,ft over the summer, gi,vt,ng

"I would like to see hot fudge sauce and
magazines like 'National Geographic' or
Rolling Stone.'"

`

"Meal points I
the best news I'
I just hope they
they don't beet

—Jewel Greenberg—

"More flavors of ice cream
and more couches."
Give your own on the Cellar renovation at:
http://asups.ups.edtil —cellar

—Julie Garner-

—Jen Vetter
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ASUPS, DCS collaborate to

Clive Your Input

improve Cellar anti-miles, food

C

In February, the ASUPS Senate passed a resolution to
ratify the Cellar Agreement. Whereas the Cellar was
formerly an entirely ASUPS-run entity, it will now be comanaged by ASUPS and Dining and Conferencing Services
(DCS). As reported earlier in The Trail, this includes the
ability to use meal points.
However, the agreement also allows for more drastic
changes in the Cellar. As the agreement states, "DCS/
ASUPS agree to commit to aesthetic improvements within
the Cellar itself. This may include identifying an overall
desirable theme for the Cellar. Once such aesthetic needs
are identified, DCS/ASUPS will commit to completing the
improvement as soon as they are financially feasible.
ASUPS President Ryan Mello added, "We really want
to generate excitement for the Cellar and rejuvenate the
space. We want it to have a very much off-campus feel
yet remain within the university...Very much like the
Diversions Cafe."
When the agreement was put in to place, many
students were worried about a possible decline in the

ASUPS needs your help in planning the
future of the Cellar. Participate in the
rennovation by contributing your ideas
and visions. Fill out this form and
return it to the ASUPS suggestion
box in the Info Center by April 20.

quality of food at the Cellar, Mello responded, The
integrity of the project will remain the same. In fact we
hope things will get even better with the changes."
In addition to aesthetic changes, the Cellar may
possibly be adding new food products. One such food item
is the logger Sandwich, a sandwich that was very popular
at the university many years ago. "We want the Cellar to
be a unique place for people to go. You won't find tacos
at the Cellar, but rather food that is unique to UPS and
unique to the Cellar," Mello added.
The pricing structure will remain comparable to the
current system, though there may be small changes when
converting to points. But it won't be like a mini-pizza
costing $3 now and $10 later," ASUPS Vice President Erin
Smith assured. In fact, the agreement between ASUPS
and DCS assures fair pricing for the students.
"I am so excited to do this... and then to have it all
done," Smith said. Expect to see changes starting next
fall. Planning begins soon and improvements will be made
this summer.

My name is:

You can reach me at** phone number:

(in case you have questions)
My favorite tiling to get at The Cellar is:

Things I would like to see in The Cellar to make it entertaining:
(circle as many as you want)

jukebox

JOIN THE CELLAR TEAM
ASUPS wi ll be looking to hire

Awes according to plan,
brand new look and feel.

a team of managers to oversee
and work with new ideas for
the Cellar. The managers will
work together in a team, as the
Diversions Cafe managers
currently work.
Between three to four
managers will be hired to
oversee issues regarding
programming/marketing,
finance, and administrative
issues. The managers will also
have assistants who will be
hired in the future. The Cellar
now has one general manager.
The managers will work over
the summer along with the
Basement Revitialization
Taskforce to create a sense of
ownership of the Cellar for the
managers. They will work on
such projects as possibly
designing a new logo, making
decisions in regards to the

aesthetic changes, and hiring
of workers in the fall.'
To apply to be a manager
of the Cellar pick up an
application in the ASUPS office.
The application must be turned
into ASUPS by 4:00 p.m. on
April 14 along with a cover
letter and resume. Packets of
information about the
positions are available in the
ASUPS office.
It would be preferable for
the managers to stay in
Tacoma over the summer. To
make this easier, ASUPS will
provide free housing for those
chosen so that work on the
Cellar can progress.
The managers receive pay
monthly. Although not
finalized, managers will most
likely go through a work study
program rather than receive
paryment through stipends.

"I would like some booths and better pinball games. The service is friendly and the
pizza is great."
Cellar? That is
eard since velcro.
ntain quality and
SierB pizza."

—Mary Q. Archias-

"Build a fireplace because it would remind
me ofa hard day's work on the farm, coming
home and eating a piece ofpizza by the fire."
11 by Doug Herstad

J.R. Flowerree-

chalk wall (to write on)

televisions

more programming events (e.g.: TV watching parties)
video game systems

pool/hockey

board games
live music

comfy furniture to sit on

other:

I like The following decor ideas:

eclectic art deco sports bar and grille logger memorabilia
other:
If the Cellar could be like any room in a house, I would like it to be like a..

kitchen bathroom living room dining room bedroom office
Please write any addition comments or ideas:

g.

"They need a fountain in the shape ofa
pizza or like a milkshake pouring into the
shape ofa pizza."
—Jason Neighbors—

"I am really excited for the Cellar to go to
points. It's a good opportunity for students to
experience a student-run organization."
—Brett Broek-
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Loggers charge toward titles
• Men win sixth consecutive match, women fourth
BILL PARKER

Ailing Cleaves leads Michigan
State to national championship
A year ago, almost everyone involved in college basketball expected Michigan State senior Mateen Cleaves to be
in the NBA by now. The point guard had excelled in three
seasons with the Spartans and had shone in front of national audiences when he led his team to the 1999 Final
Four. Cleaves wanted a championship, though, and on
Monday, April 3, he showed he would do anything to get it.
Despite missing the first thirteen games of the season
with an injury, Cleaves had come all the way back to lead
his team to a 50-44 lead against Florida with 16:18 left in
the championship game when he went down with a sprained
ankle. He was out for just over four minutes of game time
before he returned, grimacing, to the floor. The Spartans'
emotional leader finished with 18 points, a Most Outstanding Player trophy, and the national championship for Michigan State.
Morris Peterson added 21 points on 7-for-14 shooting in
the Spartans' 89-76 win. The championship is the second
for Michigan State. In 1979, Magic Johnson led the team
to victory against Larry Bird and Indiana State in what remains one of the sport's most memorable final showdowns.
Michigan State was the only top-seeded team to reach
the Final Four in a year that saw two #8 seeds take their
regional championships, a first in tournament history. They
had to defeat a scrappy Wisconsin team in an all-Big Ten
semifinal to reach the championship game.

Memorable moments, rain
mark baseball's first days
After an historic two-game series between the Mets and
the Cubs in Japan last week, Monday, April 3 was the first
day of Major League Baseball in the United States in 2000.
There was a lot for fans to look forward to at the start of this
season, with three new ballparks, some star players trying
to make comebacks from serious injuries and illnesses, and
one of the game's brightest stars wearing the colors of a
new team.
One of the day's biggest stories was Andres Galarraga.
The Braves' 38 year-old first baseman, nicknamed "Big
Cat," missed all of 1999 with a cancerous tumor in his back.
He had looked sharp in spring training, however, and made
the most of his first day back on the field. Galarraga left his
feet to make a play that may have saved three runs from
scoring, then hit the go-ahead homerun in the seventh inning. Andruw Jones followed immediately with another solo
homer, and a tremendous performance by ace Greg Maddux
gave the Braves a 2-0 victory over the Colorado Rockies.
In a similar story, the Indians' Kenny Lofton was predicted to miss the entire first half of the season with a rotator cuff injury sustained in last year's playoffs. But he
worked hard, made what some called a "miracle comeback"
and suited up for the first game. He went 2-for-4 with a
homer and two runs batted in to lead the Indians to a 4-1
victory over Baltimore.
Perhaps the biggest story of the day, however, turned out
to be a non-story. The city of Cincinnati had been counting
the minutes to Opening Day ever since the Reds acquired
superstar Ken Griffey, Jr. in a trade with the Mariners, but
the crowd of over 55,000 fans that turned out to see his first
game in his new uniform went home wet and disappointed—
the game was postponed due to rain in the sixth inning,
after Griffey had gone 0-for-2. The same crowd was invited
to return to the make-up game on Tuesday, April 4, when
Griffey went 0-for-4 in a 5-1 loss to the Brewers.
His old team fared no better in their first game, on April
4. They faced Boston and the nearly unanimous selection
as the best pitcher in baseball, Pedro Martinez, and fell 2-0.
Martinez and Red Sox closer Derek Lowe combined for a
two-hitter, and Martinez struck out 11 Mariners in seven
innings on the way to his first victory. John Olerud and
Carlos Guillen had the only hits for Seattle, both singles.

Sports Editor
The men's and women's UPS tennis
teams gave themselves a big boost this
weekend, each coming up with three victories against some of their Northwest
Conference rivals. As they prepare to
come down the home stretch of their season, each with just seven of their seventeen matches remaining, the wins significantly improved both teams' positions in
the NWC races.
The women stayed home for the weekend, taking on George Fox University
and Lewis & Clark College on Saturday,
April 1, and hosting Pacific University
on Sunday, April 2. The Loggers used
the George Fox match as a warm-up for
the tougher competition of the weekend,
crushing them 9-0. It took a lot more than
that to beat the next two opponents, however, as they squeaked by Lewis & Clark
5-4 and beat Pacific by a 7-2 count.
Number two singles player Kirsten
Bounds came up big for UPS, winning
all three of her singles matches on the
weekend and teaming up with Melanie
Hiramoto to sweep three doubles
matches as well. Jade-Lin Wong, in the
#3 spot, and Abbey Ormsbee, in the #6
position, also won all three of their
singles matches. Wong was the most
dominating UPS singles player of the
weekend, winning her first match by a
score of 6-1, 6-0, the second 6-1, 6-1,
and the third 6-0, 6-1. All but one of the
singles players won at least two of their
three matches.
The men had an easier time of things
in their three matches over the weekend,
blowing away Pacific and George Fox
Universities on April 1 and Lewis &
Clark College on April 2 by scores of 7-

0, 6-1 and 7-0, respectively. Sophomore
Andy Loveless did for
the men's team what
Bounds did for the
women's, winning all
three singles and all
three of their doubles
matches. The only
singles loss in the
weekend for UPS was
by Rob Weingeist.
The sophomore took
two easy victories, 61, 6-2 and 6-2, 6-1 in
the #2 spot, but fell 64, 6-4 against George
Fox's #1 player. The
doubles team of Loveless and Weingeist
shut out all three of
their opponents by
identical 8-0 scores.
The wins bring the
z
men's team to six consecutive victories,
putting their overall Sophomore Sarah Griffith serves to her George
record at 8-2 and their
NWC record to 4-2. Fox opponent in the Loggers' April 1 match.
Their only losses Of the 2000 season
earlier in the season, in their last match
came against Pacific Lutheran Univerof the year on a day to be announced.
sity in the first match of the year aad The. Loggers' other loss came to Lewis
against Whitman College on Mach 10, & Clark on Feb. 26.
both at home. Since then, the Loggers
Next weekend, the men's team will
have been without a serious challenge,
take on Willamette University at home
on Friday, April 7 at 3:00 p.m. They will
but their next seven contests will include
then travel to Seattle University on Sattough road matches against both PLU
urday, and return for a home match
and Whitman.
The women's overall record stands at against Linfield College on Sunday, April
6-3 and 5-3 in the NWC. They have won 9 at 9:30 a.m.
four in a row since falling 4-5 to
The women will travel to Willamette
Whitworth College just before Spring for a match at 3:00 p.m. on April 7, and
go to Linfield for a 10:00 a.m. match on
Break. They will face Whitworth at home
on April 15 and PLU, who also beat them
Saturday, April 8.

Plenty to fill March Madness hole
ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
With the final four over and done with and Michigan State
newly crowned the best college basketball team in the land,
sports fans across the country have plenty of options to satisfy
their sports cravings.
The 2000 baseball season has already begun, and since experts at ESPN, FoxSportsNet, and all the major newspapers
have spent countless hours breaking down the new season,
I'm not going to bother. Personally, I don't really think the
first week of baseball is all that special anyway, since each
team still has something like 732 more games
to go before anything really matters (actually,
it's 162; it just seems like more).
So then, since baseball season is still meaningless, I'm going to discuss some of the more
meaningful sporting events coming up.
March Madness starts a whirlwind of exciting sporting events that doesn't end until new
champs are crowned in the NBA and NHL. The PGA also kicks
off their major season with the Masters next weekend.
Plenty of professional and amateur golfers will be down in
Augusta, Ga. next weekend to try their hand in the Tiger Woods
Invitational (The Masters). As Tiger is currently the most dominating player around, there's a good chance for him to duplicate his amazing win of two years ago, but there should be
plenty of excellent golf to satisfy even the most casual fan.
One the basketball front the NBA regular season is just about
over and the real season is about to begin. In the Western Conference, the eight teams are pretty well set, though there is

plenty of room for teams to improve their seedings from the
third to eighth spots.
The Seattle Supersonics haven't exactly looked all that super lately and currently hold the eighth and final spot which
would force them to play the Los Angeles Lakers, a team they
have had little luck against this year. It doesn't help the Sonics
that they have the second smallest team in the league and a
power forward, Vin Baker, who at times plays like a kitten lost
in a large forest.
I look for the Lakers to roll easily through the first round,
and should make it to the finals. Minnesota and Phoenix have
played well of late, and Utah has quietly gone about its business to lock up the second seed.
The Eastern Conference is far more
wide open. Any number of teams including Indiana, Miami, Philadelphia and New
York have a chance to make it into the finals, where they should be knocked off
relatively easily by the Western Conference champs.
The NHL season is also coming to a close with teams in
both the East and West still fighting to make the playoffs, including the Vancouver Canucks who were one point back of
the eighth seed in the West, with three games remaining.
Dallas and Detroit are again tops in the West, but in the
playoffs, anything can happen and most often does. I look for
plenty of fast paced action and more than a few overtime games
in the race to be the first team of the millennium to win Lord
Stanley's Cup.
And if none of these options look any good for satisfying
your sports cravings, there's always baseball.
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Puget Sound softball dominates Whitworth
J. LILJE
Staff Writer
NATHAN

'1)

The softball team opened at home on
Saturday and Sunday, April 1 and 2, by
hosting two doubleheaders against
Whitworth College. Team ace Kassia
Vote took the mound for the first game
on Saturday. The Loggers started off
down 1-2, but outfielder Jill Voorhies
sparked a three-run rally with a bunt
single. After three consecutive singles,
pinch-hitter Meghan Zygar capped off
the scoring with another basehit, as the
Loggers won 4-2.
The women jumped to an early 3-0
lead in the bottom of the first inning of
the second game on Saturday. However,
the Puget Sound defense struggled, and
Whitworth scored three in the second on
one hit and two errors. With the score
tied, the Loggers capitalized on two
Whitworth errors, scoring the go-ahead
run in the third without a hit. Meghan
Walsh pitched a complete game as the
Loggers went on to win 5-3. The star of
the day was Voorhies, who went 4-for-7
in the two games with three runs scored
and one batted in. Voorhies is hitting
.442 on the season and leads the team
with 16 walks and 22 runs scored.
UPS and Whitworth took to the field

for another doubleheader on Sunday,
with Vote again starting the first game.
The Loggers pounded out four runs to
take an early 4-0 lead. In the top of the
second, Whitworth scored on two
doubles, but the home team responded
with three runs in the bottom half of the
inning. Zygar hit an RBI triple in the fifth
inning, making the score 8-1. Needing
one run for an eight-run win, Alison
Dobson lined a base hit up the middle to
end the game. Vote earned her tenth win
of the season and had four strikeouts,
giving her 67 on the season and 516 in
her career. Vote is averaging one
strikeout per inning pitched this season.
In the final game on Sunday afternoon,
the team again got an eight-run early victory over their opponents, highlighted by
the third inning. A four-run inning was
highlighted by a Heather Lovejoy homer.
The Loggers ended the game 8-0, with
14 hits. The entire roster was used in the
win. Walsh did her job on the mound,
earning her fifth win by tossing a no-hitter and striking out three. Voorhies was
again impressive, going 3-for-5 with
three runs scored and one RBI. Zygar,
hitting .410 on the season, went 4-for-5
with two runs scored and one batted in.
Lovejoy's homerun was her team-leading third. She also leads the team with

LUGGER
LINE
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Track and Field
April 8
George Fox,
Lewis & Clark,
Willamette, and
Pacific
@ Newberg, Ore.
12:00 p.m.

Baseball
April 8
Whitman
College (DH)
@ Walla Walla
1:00 p.m.

z

April 9
Whitman
College (DH)
@ Walla Walla
12:00 p.m.

Gena Frazier takes a cut during the Loggers' April 1 doubleheader against Whitworth. The Loggers won all four games.
21 runs batted in.
The four wins propelled the Loggers
into first place in the Northwest Conference, with a 7-0 record. The team boasts
a 16-5 overall record.
After hosting non-conference opponent St. Martin's College on Tuesday, the
team heads down to Linfield College on

April 8 and 9 for a critical three-game set.
Linfield is one game behind Puget Sound
in the Conference with a 5-0 record.
Softball
The two teams will play a doubleheader
April 8
on Saturday, and a single game on Sunday.
Linfield
The Loggers will then travel to St. Martin's
College (DH)
College to play a doubleheader on Wednes@ McIVlinnville,Ore.
day, April 12.
1:00 p.m.
April 9
Linfield
College (DH)
@ McMinnville,Ore.
1:00 p.m.

Ice climbing offers challenge for thrill-seekers
BILL PARKER

Sports Editor
"The first time I did it I fell in love with it, because it's so awesome."
That's what Anna Westfall has to say about her
favorite sport—ice climbing. The seventeen yearold first-semester freshman from Ouray, Col. was
introduced to the unusual sport two winters ago by
some friends, and that initial enthusiasm for it has
only been growing ever since.
On the surface, the sport seems exceedingly
simple. As Westfall describes, "you have two ice
tools, which I guess you could relate to hammers,
and then you have on your feet cramp-ons, which
are kind of like spikes, and you just climb up ice."
Yet despite its simplicity, ice climbing is a very challenging sport, requiring a great deal of endurance
and physical strength.
There's one other thing it requires a great deal oft. money. Each tool costs about $250, according to
Westfall, and cramp-ons are $200. But for thrill-seekers who love wintery weather, they're well worth
the price.
"When you get to the top, because your hands are
so high, all the blood rushes to your fingers, and it's
very painful," Westfall says, "and the reason that every ice climber loves that is because you just got
done doing something really hard, and very challenging. Another thing I love is the ice flying in my
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Jesse Kajer demonstrates some ofthe techniques,
strength and dexterity required for ice climbing.

SURVIIMIer Comp Job/
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Hidden Valley Camp (Granite Falls, WA) needs resident staff,
(6/17-8/25). Room, board, and salary included. Counselors,
lifeguards, kitchen staff, driver/maintnance positions and
more. Interviews available on campus.
fOR MORE /it/FO,,,

CAu (4251 844-8896
OR EMA/Z IIVC—W4e/X,IVETC0/1400Ife

face. It's so cold, it's just a great feeling."
As with any sport, it takes a lot of work and
practice to be a serious ice climber, and there is a
definite technique to the sport. At the same time,
the sport can be great for beginners, too.
Westfall explains that there are a number of
different kinds of ice, recognized on a grading
scale. These range all the way from a flat plane
such as an ice rink (which, while of course no
one would climb on it, is still included as the lowest grade on the scale) to the maximum grading
of "WI6," which features overhangs that require
an ice climber to swing the tools behind his or
her head and are only attempted by true experts.
So the sport is very accommodating for different
skill levels.
As one might expect, a good ice climbing spot
requires extremely cold temperatures and some
fairly specific conditions, such as can be found
in the "ice canyon" Westfall frequents in Ouray.
There are no ice climbing locations that she
knows of near UPS, although there are a number
of icefalls in Canada.
With the high price of the equipment and the
amount of physical strength that ice climbing requires, it's certainly not a sport for everyone. But
if you're looking for a challenging new adventure next winter, perhaps you should consider getting some tools and cramp-ons and setting out
for the nearest icefalls.

NOW HIRING!
ASUPS is now hiring for sevc,'al media positions for the
upcoming 2000-2001 academic year Apply now for:
Editor of The Trail
Editor of Tamanawas
Editor of CrossCurrents

• Manager of KUPS
• Manager of Photo Services
• ASUPS Webmaster

All applications are due in WSC 210 by APRIL 12
For application materials and answers to any questions, call x3600

_

April 12
St. Martin's
College
@ Lacey
3:00 p.m.

Men's Tennis
April 7
Willamette
University
@ HOME
3:00 p.m.
April 8
Seattle
University
@ Seattle
TBA
April 9
Linfield College
@ HOME
9:30 a.m.

Women's
Lacrosse
April 8
Linfield College
@ HOME
1:00 p.m.

Men's and
Women's Crew
April 8
Meyer/Lamberth
Dual vs. Pacific
Lutheran
University
@ HOME
9:00 a.m.
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LETTERS To
T HEEDITOR

Article opposing "Freak Out" campaign repriman ded by student advocate
Dear Editor,
ploying over 1100 Honduran workers,
The chilling reality of this issue is
This letter was prompted by Geoff Wal-Mart's contractors force overtime that Wal-Mart could easily afford to
Zeiger's article in the March 9 issue of shifts upon their workers, resulting in make improvements in its factory conthe Trail responding to fliers highlight- anything from a 54 to an 88 hour work ditions and the lives of its workers. Refing the hourly wages of the CEO of week. At one or more of these factories, erencing back to the flier that inspired
Wal-Mart as compared to its Honduran fire exits are blocked, respiratory infec- Geoff's article, Wal-Mart CEO David
factory workers. tions are widespread as a result from lack Glass makes $2,000 per hour. The avFirst, I would like to thank Geoff for of ventilation and abundance of cloth erage American, as of February 2000,
scrutinizing this issue in a forum so ac- dust, twelve filthy bathrooms are pro- makes $13.53 per hour.
Perhaps a small portion of Glass'
cessible and widely distributed in the vided for 630 workers and social secuUPS community; awareness and discus- rity benefits deducted from wages for $1,987 better-than-average hourly
sion of social justice issues like this one health care are pocketed by the manage- wage could be contributed to installsets the foundation for any constructive ment and benefits never provided. ing ventilation systems, constructing
change to take place.
Clearly these are not the results of a com- new bathrooms or laboring to unblock
With regard to the actual article, how- mitment to worker welfare and might some of those fire exits.
As consumers, each of us has the
ever, I believe that more information qualify Wal-Mart under Geoff's article
and analysis reveal a picture of Wal- category of a "genuine abuser."
power of choosing where to spend our
Mart as anything but praise-worthy.
I am no stranger to the "better-than- money. Every purchase you make supGeoff reaches a conclusion that the in- average" argument in defense of profit- ports the practices of the company you
crease of nine cents per hour upon an mongering human rights abusers such as buy from. If you don't support human
already meager hourly wage for the av- Wal-Mart. The response can always be rights abuses, investigate where you
erage Honduran worker is a "genuine made that workers in these countries are shop and try to find alternatives.
Make those companies aware of why
effort to improve the welfare of each of being treated better than their average
they
lost your business. Neither Walcounterparts,
yet
even
if
this
unsubstan[Wal:Mart's] employees."
When the conditions of Wal-Mart's tiated reality is true, human rights abuses Mart nor the other companies using
similar business tactics should profit
contract laborers in Honduras are inves- such as these are NEVER justifiable.
Beating someone with a fist might be from our consumer ignorance.
tigated, a mere nine cents seems to be
Wal-Mart's only flailing attempt to better than using a baseball bat, but it
genuinely improve anything. In inves- doesn't justify the beating, and so minor Sincerely,
tigations compiled by the National La- improvements in working conditions do Stephanie Mackley
bor Committee of three factories em- not absolve those responsible for them. Freak Out Co-founder

Impact the future of

reduce.

reuse. 48, recycle.
`4

wireless, demonstrate the
power of new technologies,
and put yourself

THE TRAIL IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER.
PLEASE DO YOUR PART AND RECYCLE YOUR NEWSPAPER!

THINKING ABOUT A
MASTER'S DEGREE?

Think about
Central Washington University
WE OFFER — • a close student/faculty
mentoring environment
hands-on research and
creative experience
outstanding preparation
for a satisfying and
productive career
WRITE TO — Office of Admissions
400 E. 8th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA
98926-7463
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
phone 509-963-3103
email masters@cwu.edu
fax
509-963-1799

in visionary
company.

When it comes to
innovative, user-friendly
wireless phones and services, no one can see farther
into the future than AT&T
Wireless Services (AWS). Already
our revolutionary AT&T Digital One Rate
plan is taking the industry by storm. And
that's just the beginning. From accessing the
Web from a digital phone to wireless data
transmission, AWS is committed to creating
the cutting edge in wireless technologies. So,
if you're looking for a place with a clear 'vision
of the future, AWS is the place for you.

COME AND MEET US AT OUR CAMPUS!
Saturday, April 8
10am - 4pm
AT&T Wireless Services
Redmond Town Center, Building 3
Directions: 520 East to West Lake
Sammamish, Left under freeway, Right at I st
light onto Leary Way, Right at 2nd light onto
Bear Creek Parkway, take I st left at AT&T
sign and look for parking

Giveaways for free wireless phones and
AT&T gear!
Come and talk with industry professionals
about the various opportunities we have
available.We will be conducting network lab
tours and "What is wireless?" seminars.We
are seeking exceptional students in all
majors with strong problem solving and
communication skills for FT positions, and
for our internship program.

0

www.att.comiwirelessijobs

www.cwu.edu
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION
TDD 509-963-3323

A1&T
AT&T Wireless Services

Absence of lab credit 6c
cheats science majors
ZACK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer
I am here to report to you an injustice
of immense proportions. It is an injustice propagated against anyone who has
ever had to take a science-related, foreign language, or any other class and its
accompanying labs, at the University of
Puget Sound. Most of us have to take
them at some point or another, many for their Natural World
cores. Most of us have sat down to a three-hour long lab where
we mix, mash and observe chemicals or organisms. Some have
had to sit and speak French for an hour desperately trying not
to look really stupid when they cannot pronounce a word correctly. Psychology and sociology majors strain for hours over
experimental research, outside of their regular class.
And we've all done it, we've all sat there and received no
credit for it—none, nada, no credit for you, bad boy, you get
no credit, zip, zilch, less than zero. This is an insult, this is an
injustice of very high form. This is simply not fair.
The university runs on a class-credit system. You take one
class and you get one credit. It doesn't matter if you have that
class two, three or four times
a week—you still get one
Why would they
credit. As well, we have quardeny hard-working ter and half credits, but those
are only really used for sports
students credit for
or screwing over music majors
by letting them take seven
the time they have
classes without breaking the
to put into a class? 4.25 credit limit, but we'll
come back to those.
This credit system doesn't allow for credit in a class to be
measured by how much time one has to put in as it is in many
other universities. This basically means that I could have two
three-hour science classes, both with two three-hour labs, as
well as two three-hour per week cores, for a total of eighteen
hours of class. Anon-science major peer could have a full class
load and only end up with twelve hours of class and the same
number of credits as me. This is what's not fair and something
should be done.
Well, surprise surprise, as in many fairly obvious issues such
as this, people have tried to change the establishment and were
shot down. On more than one occasion, members of the faculty, mainly in the sciences, have sought change that would
give credit to labs, and were denied the chance by other faculty. Why might they do such a thing? Why would they deny
hard-working students credit for the time and dedication they
have put into a class?
Well, imagine what would happen if each lab was worth a
quarter credit apiece. I, as a biology major, have taken a total
of nine lab classes, including a foreign language lab. This would
give me an additional 2.25 credits in just two years. This would
also move my registration time up well beyond that of most of
my peers, who don't have lab classes. We can't have that now,
can we? We cannot give credit to those who have worked so
hard to achieve it now, can we?
If I put in more time in class than others, heaven forbid that
I might gain some compensation for my time in the form of
credits. I'm sorry, that makes no sense. This definitely needs
to change! And in that is the problem. How do you change the
system? What can be done to right this grievous wrong?
Perhaps we can have English labs, where they can sit around
and talk about books—wait, that's all they really do anyway.
Perhaps we can do what they do to the poor music majors and
make the class worth less credit and the lab worth a little sometiling so we can take even more stuff without overloading.
Perhaps the science majors can continue to take it up the tailpipe
like we've been doing. Or perhaps the faculty, ASUPS and the
administration could sit down and figure something else out.
I know that life is unfair. As my mom used to tell me when
I was young—we don't always necessarily get what we want
or deserve. However, I think that's just an excuse to ignore the
issue. We need to get up and address this injustice to us all. We
heed to change this, so that in some small way, at the University of Puget Sound, the world will be a little more fair. After
all, wouldn't that be nice?
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Television ultimate pop culture propaganda
JASON RONBECK

trated, People, and In Style.

Contributing Editor

So what do these lists of companies and holdings and subscribers mean?
It means that virtually everything (abstractly: truths, ideas, morals, etc.)
are filtered through these huge media companies. When so much financial gain is at stake even when it comes to reporting the news, who is to
say that these companies will provide accurate and undistorted truth?
With this lack of "infodiversity," these corporations decide the very idea
of (pop) culture including what is news and who makes it.
Despite these grim findings, there is hope. The International TV-Turnoff week is Saturday, April 22 through Friday, April 28. Turn off your
TV—you can send a message. Send a message to the media saying, "I
will not buy in to your half-truths and distorted reporting. "Send a message to the advertisers saying, "I will not buy your products just because
you say they are good." Send a message to political candidates saying, "I
will not buy you as a person, who lies and throws mud, to represent me."
And finally, send a message to your television saying, "I will now control
you. And you will not control me."

Do you control your TV, or does your TV control you? Few will argue that watching TV promotes
healthy living or makes one a better person. However, according to a 1998 report by the A.C. Neilsen
Company, the average person living in the United
States watches TV for 3 hours and 46 minutes.
TV watchers will argue that they just watch TV
so they can relax or use it as a reward for a couple
of hours of studying. Or maybe they just love Ally McBeal and could not
live with themselves if they happened to miss an episode.
However, despite good intentions, few people realize the dangers of
watching TV and how TV has ruined and continues to ruin life in the
United States.
Quite a bold statement, yes? But if you think that you are in control of
the TV and the signals it sends to you, you are wrong. Although many
argue that the television is a passive form of entertainment, in reality
television invades our minds at the deepest level. We are being invaded,
and we do not even know that it is happening.
Television has been ruining our lives before we could even speak. Although the American Pediatric Association recommends that children
under the age of two watch no television, in 1998 the Neilsen Company
reported that children two years of age and under watched around six
hours of television each week.
The BJK&E Media Report, printed in the Nov. 12, 1994 issue of The
New York Times, found that while children ages two to eleven spent 1,197
minutes watching television each, they spent only 38.5 minutes having
meaningful discussions with their parents.
In the Nov. 1993 issue of Harper's Magazine, Benjamin Barber asked
children aged four to six whether they would rather spend time with their
fathers or watching television. A shocking 54 percent choose instead to
watch television.
What does all this television watching lead to? Excessive commercialism. More than any other form of media (films, newspapers, magazines,
music), television dictates to faithful television watchers of the United
States what to wear, what to eat, who to like, what to look like—how to
live every facet of their television-watching lives. Television is the ultimate pop culture propaganda machine.
According to the Feb. 1998 Consumer Reports, children in the United
States see over 360,000 television commercials before they graduate from
high school. That amounts to 360,000 messages invading the minds of
children. These messages do not tell children not to smoke or do drugs or
drink alcohol or to stay in school, to practice nonviolence or embrace
diversity. No, they serve the sole purpose of taking advantage of children
so that companies can make money.
And as people get older the advertisements get worse. Now even politicians are forced to use the television to spread their message. According
to the Rocky Mountain Media Watch, in 1996, presidential candidates
spent over $2.5 billion on television advertisements. No longer do voters
look for reporting on candidates and use their own judgement to vote.
Instead, the candidates feed them information, some of which can be
misleading and untruthful.
But the candidates have no choice. Television and the passive way in
which it invades the mind is the only way left to inform the public. And
being that the nature of television advertising is manipulative, even advertisements that one would expect to be truthful can turn out to be false.
And the debasement of truth has gone beyond advertising. There are only
six companies now which control nearly all aspects of the media.
NBC,CBS and Viacom are all part of large media empires. However,
the two largest, Disney-ABC-Capital Cities and Time-Warner-TBS-AOL,
require close examination to see the absurd amount of companies under
the influence of larger parties.
And of course, my favorite, the Disney-ABC-Capital Cities conglomerate, which murdered my favorite radio station, Minneapolis' Rev105.
They own ABC Network News ("Prime Time Live," "20/20,"
"Nightline"), ESPN, Lifetime Television, E! and the Disney Channel.
Along with Miramax and Touchstone Pictures, Discover Magazine, three
music labels and eleven major newspapers, Hyperion book publishers,
the Infoseek internet search engine, State Farm Insurance, Sid R. Bass
crude oil and gas companies and all the Disney theme parks.
The newest and now largest media empire, Time-Warner TBS-AOL,
owns CNN, HBO, Cinemax, TBS Superstation, Turner Classic Movies,
Cartoon Network, the Sega Channel (making them the largest cable system in the United Sates with over 13 million subscribers), Warner Home
Video, New Line Cinema, Castle Rock Entertainment, the Looney Toons,
Hanna-Barbera Cartoons, the Atlantic, Elektra, Rhino, Sire, Warner Brothers, EMI, WEA, and SubPop record labels (making them the largest music distributor) and thirty-three magazines including Time, Sports Illus-
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The average American
watches 3 hours and 46
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By age 65 the average
American will have spent
nearly nine years glued to
the tube.*
*According to the A.C. Nielsen Co. ( 1998)
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Proposed Gas Out spurs contradictory views

fit

Gas Out breaks dependency • Boycott unnecessary, ineffective
are not dependent on gasoline, we must
first prove this to ourselves. And this is
where this weekend's Gas Out comes
The infamous
into play.
Great American
Instead of filling up on April 6, or runGas Out. I'm posining the tank to empty only to put $20
tive most of you
worth in on April 10, why don't we try
out there have rereally going without gas? I realize this
ceived an e-mail
is a difficult concept for most Americans.
_requesting you not
As one of the few freshmen with a car, I
to buy gas from
get hit up often for rides or loans of the
April 7 until April 9. The problem with car. It's hard to make our way from one
this is that the first Gas Out was a fail- point to another without the use of our
ure. Very few people refrained from buy- own personal vehicle.
ing gas on April 30 last year, and alIn general, North Americans are overthough the e-mail says that the previous whelmingly spoiled. We are living in
attempt was a success, it in fact did not prosperity, where many buy giant sport
cause gas prices to fall. So why on earth utility vehicles and have enough money
should we refrain from buying gas for to fill the tanks regularly.
three days? What we don't acThis e-mail implores Americans, as knowledge is
well as Canadians, not to purchase gaso- that oil is a
line for the designated days because it natural rewill "send a message to oil cartels." Wake source, of
up and smell the fumes. A few consum- which we do
ers choosing not to fill up their economy- not have an
sized cars for a weekend is going to have unlimited
no obvious effect whatsoever on the amount. Eventuprices OPEC and other oil producers will ally it will be neccontinue to charge. essary to find alternatives
Yet I believe we should in fact bay- to gas-guzzling machines that consume
colt the pumps this weekend. Not to send eight to twelve miles per gallon.
a direct message to the cartels, but to beCarpool, take a metro bus, walk—evgin drafting a note of sorts. The reason erything you've heard before. Practice,
gas prices are so high is that OPEC, ef- please, because we need to face the evifectively and ironically, has us over a bar- dent and unavoidable fact that this sumrel. Those controlling gasoline produc- mer most of us will be paying around $2
tion are aware of just how dependent per gallon for gas.
Americans are on it. And, according to
If Americans and Canadians begin to
the infallible laws of supply and demand, decrease their general dependence on
when there is a large supply and limited gas; oil producers will take notice. To sell
quantity of a good, the industry can more, the price will fall. This weekend
charge a high price for it. (That's Econ alone will not cause such a dramatic de170 right there...and you thought eco- crease. Yet it will make good practice,
nomics had no relevance in your life!) so that we will not be caught off-guard
Anyway, I digress. In order to send a in the future. So please, don't fill up your
message that Americans and Canadians cars, from April 7 until after April 11.
KIRSTEN SCHLEWITZ

GEOFF ZEIGER

Staff Writer

Political Columnist
Be careful what you ask
for. A California activist
group, Citizens Against High
Gas Prices, is organizing a
"Gas Out" to protest rising
prices at the pump. The
group's stated mission is "to
organize local chapters in every city in America. Foreign countries included."
But before everyone gets excited to boycott on Friday, it is worth noting that the current high price of
gas is both reasonable and desirable.
It is unclear just who would be the target of a
limited gas boycott. Perhaps individual gas station
owners will feel the pinch and ask their distributors to lower prices. If that worked,
prices would already be down,
since station owners are
hurt as much as anyone
by high prices. Perhaps
OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) will
see its profits drop and
will relent. Or perhaps
OPEC will realize that Americans own too many SUVs and can't
do without gas for long. In short, not in your wildest dreams will a three-day boycott have any type
of significant effect on the oil industry.
That said, present price levels are entirely reasonable. Although everyone has heard this before,
it remains true that Americans pay the lowest prices
in the world for gasoline. This is true both because
the United States is one of the world's leading oil
producers and because the US government has been
reluctant to tax gasoline.
Many activists advance a conspiracy theory that
multinational oil companies are conspiring to gouge
the American consumer. In fact, the international
oil market is one of the most competitive markets
in existence. Oil companies typically earn about five
percent profit on gas sales, which is hardly approaching the level of a grand conspiracy. Given

COUNSELING HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS:
stftlejet Sound students (65%) have 4 or
ewer drinks* when they choose to drink.

76%= the percentage of students
who did not drive after drinking

that 95 percent of the price of gas represents direct
costs involved in producing and marketing it, it is
nearly impossible for companies to cut prices much
without any big change in the physical realities of
the oil market.
Although producers prefer high prices, they are
often powerless to influence the market, as was demonstrated by the dramatic collapse of oil prices in
1998. While some observers worry that OPEC controls market prices, the reverse is often true. The
organization frequently agrees to cut back on production to increase prices, but in fact, the intense
pressure of the market has led most producing nations to cheat on these agreements on a regular basis. Given the extent to which most OPEC nations
depend on oil for economic stability, it is the market that controls OPEC, not the other way around.
As new low-cost production is developed, particularly in the area around the Caspian Sea, the ability
of any group of nations to fix prices will erode all
the more further.
Despite the inconvenience, high prices may not
be so bad. Environmental concerns will likely force
us to cut down on gas use at some point anyway.
Slowly rising prices will encourage fuel efficiency,
carpooling, and the death of SUVs. Many European
countries have made a conscious decision to use
gas taxes to cut down on air pollution, acid rain and
global warming.
Also, low oil prices endanger the stability of key
producing nations. Saudi Arabia and Russia in particular are in dire straits after two years of depressed
prices. The 1998 price collapse starved the Russian
government of much-needed cash, contributing to
the devaluation of its currency and the subsequent
default on government debt. Saudi Arabia is only a
little better off. The recovery of oil prices came just
in time to stave off massive unrest within the country. Thus high prices may be necessary to shore up
the economies of these heavily oil-dependent countries, one a key ally in a highly volatile region, the
other a potential Yugoslavia bristling with various
nuclear weapons.
Conclusion? Protest gas prices if you want. You
won't change prices anyway. But at least be aware
that what you're protesting may not be quite as bad
as imagined after all.

Corrections
In the March 30 issue of The Trail, it was reported that
the assailants in the story "Fight at party sends two Sigma
Chis to hospital," were all members of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity. However, of the four mentioned, only one has
been positively identified as a Phi Delt.
For further information involving this story, contact Security Services. The Trail apologizes for any inconvenience
this may have caused.

"Tee a break from reality"

REALITYNET
Head to Head Computer Gaming
High Speed Internet Access

e average number of drinks*
consumed per week
Numbers Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (1998)

,* 1 drink = one 12 oz beer, 4-5 oz wine, 1.5 oz hard liquor
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HOURS:
MONDAY-THURSDAX 12 PM to 10 PM : FRIDAY-SATURDAY 12PM to 12 AM
CLOSED SUNDAYS
2503 6TH AVE
TACOMA WA, 98406
(253) 274-0938

Bring in this ad and receive
$1.00 oil our regular hourly rate.
Play your favorite games like Half-life, Asheron's Call, Quake 3, and many more
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True Disneyland magic just for kids
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Disneyland, for me, seems to be one of them.
Goofy is in real life. Some children might not
I'm not saying you can't enjoy it past the age of
experience such euphoria, undoubtedly. But
twelve, but the enjoyment has a different flathere is simply something there that cannot alvor. Example: eight 20-year olds sitting in a log
ways be seen or felt, at least immediately, once
on its way up Splash Mountain—both hands
you've actually "grown up."
raised in the air, woohoo-ing in excitement for
Even though I tried, and even though I thought
fifteen minutes in anticipation until it finally
at one point I could not open my eyes wide
plunges over the edge,
enough to take it all in, I
splashing in a gleeful and
couldn't escape reality.
somewhat anti-climactic
Even though I sang "It's
As a child I often
finale. And then...what?
a Small World After All"
That's it?
like the song that never
imagined what it might
Why disappointment?
ends—it was entirely unbe like to traverse the
Because we didn't go caavoidable. I gawked at
reening around for
the prices, I rolled my
realm of Mickey and
twenty minutes, holding
eyes at the jungle-cruise
Goofy—of red and white
our breath and our fragdriver's corny jokes—I
ile stomachs in check,
could tell it wasn't
polka-dot hair bows and
dizzily feeding on
Jasmine's real hair.
adrenaline? Were we
So, I finally had my
ducks with no pants.
tainted by our "matured"
day in Disneyland. But it
societal roles? The five
wasn't what I had exand seven year-olds bepected because I wasn't
hind us could not contain themselves from
seven years old anymore. Though we enjoyed
laughing out loud, because they were having so
ourselves and had a good time, it was a differmuch fun. So whatever could
ent time because, in a certain sense, we ourselves
we be missing?
were different.
If you stay young at heart, you can enjoy life
It was the essence. It pervades the place like a thick
forever, and have fun anywhere. And so, in essence, even though I was older, allowing that it
blanket of popcorn-scented air
wasn't exactly as I'd pictured it, the child in me
covering the park. No one is
immune, even the middlewas still able to break through and have the experience —and regardless, I had a blast noneaged men who wear Mickey
theless. Just a different sort of blast, with a little
ears with "Joey" and
"Tommy" scribbled in gold.
bit less of a boom.
It's simply an experimental observation. A
But when you are a child, the
essence can more easily overone-day ticket pass to the happiest place on
earth: $31. A pair of black felt monogrammed
come your defenses. You will
Mickey ears: $6.75. A Mickey-mouse shaped
believe in anything because
pretzel, a Tigger stuffed animal dressed like Inyou are free to do so. You will
diana Jones, and a glow-in-the-dark glass of frobelieve in magic.
zen lemonade: $12. But ten hours of fun in the
When you go on a "trip" as
California sun and a college kid smiling as he
a child, you don't notice the
proclaims how much "happier" the happiest
somewhat-less-than-superb quality of the hamplace on earth must be while taking his money
burgers, you don't worry about the hotel prices,
from him: Priceless.
you don't pay attention to how strangely short
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Disneyland. I lived two
decades before I ever set
foot inside the Magic
Kingdom. Call me unAmerican, call me estranged, call me lacking a
vital childhood experience if you feel the need
(and so help you if you do). I was the loser of
countless games of "ten-fingers" and gasps—
"What? You've never gone?" It was just one of
those things.
However, I will admit that as a child I often
imagined what it might be like to traverse the
realm of Mickey and Goofy—of red and white
polka-dot hair bows and ducks with no pants.
An episode missed of the Mickey Mouse Club
as a child was akin to a near-mortal sin, and my
one desire in life was to be the vocal chords behind "Once Upon a Dream" in the remake of
Sleeping Beauty when I grew up. It all seemed
like a dream, it all seemed so wonderful.
But, technically at
least, I grew up. No visits to Disneyland, no
ten-year old pictures in
front of the Matterhorn.
I was the product of an
Anaheim-free childhood. And I didn't know
what I was missing. And
so, after returning from
the infamous land of a
million smiles as a college student, as a
pseudo-adult, I can't
help but wonder just
what I did in fact miss—
and really, I wonder
www.disney.com
what I most likely might
always be missing.
There are some things, I've come to find out,
that are based on childish appreciation.
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The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated
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Student way
too damn smart
DOGGIE HOWSER
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Who owns Todd Field?

animal porn

UPS griviai Pursuit
Last in the series offun UPS games!
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like?

Yo' mama.

the last year in
Name
which the UPS
won
football team
a game.

How many Dove
bars fit into the front
pocket of a hooded
sweatshirt?

Acclaimed actor Emilio
Estevez.

Andy Caulfield, UPS
freshman, is too damn
smart, campus sources
reported. Caulfield reportedly spends all of his
time playing video games
and watching television,
while still managing to
get straight As.
"I just don't get it," Caulfield's roommate Tyler
Primrose said in a recent interview.
"He just gets stuff done, like, bam!" an exasperated Primrose said.
"He even gets pissed off at me when I start typing my six-page papers on Sunday nights at 12!
Can you believe that?"
Primrose then headed off to guitar rehearsal, football practice, and chorus.
The Student Life Committee has placed Caulfield
under investigation due to the complaints they have
received. Caulfield himself, however, does not seem
to be worried.
"It's not like school's that hard. If you manage
your time well, it's not that big of a deal. Hell, sometimes I wish I had a car so I could get to Seattle
more often."
Sonja Nilsen, who lives across the hall from
Caulfield, was incredulous after hearing his comment.
"How in the world am I supposed to manage my
time when I have four classes, work from 4-7 at the
SUB, volunteer for the Kiwanis, and go skiing with
my boyfriend every weekend? I mean, like, it's impossible!"
Nilsen, pony-tailed and wearing an Abercrombie
and Fitch sweatshirt, then resumed her telephone
conversation while flipping through television channels and reading Cosmopolitan.

Where do babies
com e from?

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL
WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart

Dave Bo we

from the rest of the paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not
necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound
Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound.

